A YEAR OF
ENTERTAINING
❖

A Low Country
Hunting Lodge

AUTUMN

with a Gilded Pedig ree

When guests arrive at this storied South Carolina estate, they’re in for
the weekend—gathering around fires and festive tables and stretching out
beneath longleaf pines and starlit skies. For the family who reimagined
the cool-weather escape, there’s no better place to host a crowd.
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VERANDA

MANTEL GARLAND, WREATHS, AND FLORALS
BY AUGUST FLORAL & EVENT DESIGN.

A wraparound veranda,
double entry stairs, and
lower gallery arches
build on the region’s
classic raised-cottage
vernacular architecture.

In the dining room,
a pair of antique wing
chairs are upholstered
in a modern fern print
by Heather Chadduck
Textiles. The trim is
painted Guacamole by
Benjamin Moore.

WO O DY WO O DA L L LOV ED H U N T I N G

Brushed brassand-copper station
lights (Ann-Morris)
and a walnut island
with baluster
leg details bring
an old-fashioned
sensibility to
the kitchen.
Stools, Serena
& Lily. Counters,
Caesarstone

as a young boy growing up in south Alabama and
dreamed about a woodsy getaway where he, his pals,
and a pack of dogs could scare up quail, ducks, and
doves. His wife, Keely, being a Georgia gal, understood the pull. But when the two discussed the idea
of finding a spot that would be a painless drive from
their Jacksonville, Florida, home, she gave an easy
nod. “You just get yourself a little country place,
I don’t need to be part of that,” she told him. “I’ll be
here when you get home.” Then Keely realized her
husband had something else in mind.
He envisioned not just a hunting cabin but a family
outpost where they could spend holidays and invite
friends for long weekends. Bit by bit, he swayed her.
“He’d show me one property—a nice place—then
several months later he’d show me a little bigger one.
He baby-fed me until he got me comfortable with the
concept of a getaway where we could entertain, not
just clean birds,” she says. “Then when we saw this and
drove down that oak allée, it was just ‘wow.’ ”
Located within the pristine Savannah River Preserve midway between Beaufort, South Carolina, and
Savannah, Georgia, the roughly 2,500-acre property
has been a sportsman’s paradise since the 1890s, when
it was known as Pineland Hunting Club. Marshall
Field, an avid bird hunter and heir to the Chicago
department store magnate, bought the plantation in
1940. The Woodalls’ initial site visit entailed spending
a full day with the sellers—an 83-year-old doctor and
his wife, who had lived there for three decades. “They
were basically interviewing us,” Keely says. “He cried
when he talked about leaving this place; he wanted
to be sure our family would care for it and love it as
much as they had.”
While her husband was smitten with the
bird-bountiful landscape, Keely liked that the house,
built in the 1980s, reflected classic Low Country
style. “It felt historically relevant and authentic, like
it belonged here,” she says. A few quirks, namely that
there was only one bedroom—a large master on the

The rugs in the center hall
are antiques, and the stair
runner is a ticking stripe
by Crescent. Ceramic lamp,
Visual Comfort & Co.

Designer Andrew
Howard customized
a textural grass
cloth wallcovering
with exuberant
vertical stripes.

In the breakfast room, a
block-print wallpaper (Les
Indiennes) references the
verdant foliage outside.
Host chair, Hickory Chair

Modern club chairs (Lee
Industries) encourage
fireside conversation in a
sitting room alongside the
kitchen. Upholstery fabric,
Peter Dunham Textiles

No Mini
Coffee Bars,
No Kitchenettes
A WARM APPROACH TO
MORNINGS WITH GUESTS

INVITATIONS TO THE
Woodall lodge aren’t afternoon affairs. Its location in
a rural corner of the Low
Country calls for an overnight
bag, but when the question
arose about whether to
design the guest quarters
as small apartment areas,
Keely and Woody opted
to keep it simple. “I didn’t
want to discourage guests
from coming together in
the kitchen and living areas,”
she says. “That’s why we’re
here—to be together. I want
everyone to help themselves
and to feel at home, with the
understanding that if it’s
here, it’s yours. Conveying
that sense of welcome is so
important to us.”
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“We had a blast, digging in every
back nook and cranny to find things
that felt like they could have been in a
house like this 200 years ago. I wanted
it to feel collected and evolved, not
decorated,” says Howard, who also
updated the bathrooms and kitchen,
infusing Keely’s favorite color (green)
as a backsplash focal point and a headliner in the dining room. “Stripes were
common in older homes, so they felt
right here,” says the designer, adding
that, as a rule, he let the house speak
for itself. “I love lots of color, but it
isn’t that kind of place. It didn’t call
for my full bag of tricks.”
Sophisticated comfort became the scene
stealer: for relaxing after a day in the field and
for gathering with family at long, cozy holidays
like Thanksgiving, which draws as many as 19.
“When we pull past the gate, Woody rolls down
the window, sticks his arm out in the breeze.
The sun’s brighter, the sky’s bigger, and his
blood pressure immediately drops,” says Keely.
The children explore the deep woods and spend
starlit nights around the fire pit. In the kitchen,
guests of all ages help Keely with the cooking
and carving before gathering around the big
pine dining room table. On the menu?
“Quail,” says Keely. “You better believe it.” ✦

Owner Keely Woodall
and yellow lab Lily
along the property’s
oak-lined allée

second floor—were easily remedied with the
help of architecture firm Cronk Duch, who
converted two four-car garages flanking the
pool into comfortable quarters for the Woodalls’ college-age son and teenage daughter and
a separate guest cottage for extended family at
the holidays and/or woodsmen house parties,
complete with a bar and sitting room. “You
can’t do a hunting lodge without a proper bar,”
says Florida-based designer Andrew Howard,
who spearheaded the renovation and interior
design. Then Keely and Howard went on their
own hunting expedition, culling through
Savannah antiques shops for furniture and art.

Sophisticated comfort
became the scene-stealer:
for relaxing after a day in
the field and for gathering
at long, cozy holidays.

